






 
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION 

MINUTES OF 
November 1, 2021 

 
The Historic District Commission of the City of Norman, Cleveland County, State of Oklahoma, 
met for the Regular Meeting on November 1, 2021, at 5:30 p.m.  Notice and Agenda of the meeting 
were posted at 201 West Gray Building-A, the Norman Municipal Building and at 
www.Normanok.gov twenty-four hours prior to the beginning of the meeting.   
 
Commissioner Emily Wilkins called the meeting to order at 5:36p.m. 
 
Item No. 1, being:  Roll Call. 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Mitch Baroff *Left at 8:30pm 
 Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans  
 Tabor Halford 
 Joan Koos 
 Brent Swift 
 Emily Wilkins  
 Barrett Williamson  
 Michael Zorba 
  
MEMBERS ABSENT:   
 
   
A quorum was present. 
 
STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: Anaïs Starr, Planner II 
 Tara Reynolds, Admin Tech III 
 Jeanne Snider, Assistant City Attorney 
 
GUESTS: Dave Boeck 
 Cheryl Clayton 
 Stanley Berry 
 Bob & Robi Craig 
 Cory Baitz  
 

* 
Item No. 2, being: Approval of the Minutes from the October 4, 2021 regular meeting. 
 
Motion by Michael Zorba for approval of the minutes from the October 4, 2021 regular meeting; 
Second by Shavonne Evans.   
The motion was passed unanimously. 

* 
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Item No. 3, being: HD (21-15) Certificate of Appropriateness request for the installation of 
a carport with attached storage shed in the rear yard and a rear screened porch for the 
property located at 503 Tulsa Street. 
 
Motion by Aaron Brooks to approve item #3 as submitted; Second by Tabor Halford. 
 
Anais Starr presented the staff report. She noted the applicant has to meet the Board of Adjustment 
requirements for the carport, and receive their approval as well.  
 
The applicant’s representative, Dave Boeck, 922 Schulze Drive, discussed the project:  

The current garage is too small, so the applicant would like to install a carport in the rear 
of the house, on an already paved area. The proposed screened porch would be similar to 
the main structure.   

No public comments were made. 
 
Commission comments and discussion consisted of: 

 Commissioners found the porch and carport compatible with the principal structure. 
 The carport cannot be seen from the front right-of-way. 

 
There being no further discussion, a vote on the motion was taken with the following result: 

 

YEAS Mitch Baroff  
 Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 
 Tabor Halford 
 Joan Koos 
 Brent Swift 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Barrett Williamson 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS None 
 

 

Ms. Starr noted that there is a 10-day waiting period until the COA will be issued.  
 

* 
 
 
Item No. 4, being: HD (21-19) Consideration of a Certificate of Appropriateness request for 
the installation of solar panels for the property located at 425 S. Lahoma Avenue. 

Motion by Barrett Williamson to approve item #4 as submitted; Second by Aaron Brooks. 
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Anais Starr presented the staff report.  
 
The applicant’s representative, Cory Baitz, discussed the project:  

 The height of the roof limits the view of the solar panels. The solar panels can be removed 
at any time as they will not permanently damage the roof of the structure. The solar panels 
would contribute about 60% of the home’s energy use. The proposed location is the most 
advantageous for sunlight, as the back yard is covered in shade from trees.  

 
No public comments were made. 
 
Commission comments and discussion consisted of: 

 The panels are 6 inches thick, the frame is 2 inches, and the panels will be extend 4 inches 
above the roof.  

 The Commission was concerned that this decision will be setting a precedent. 
Commissioner wanted it clear that this would be a “trail” case. Depending how it looked 
after installation, would determine if future solar panels installations on the front part of 
the house with visibility from the right-of-way would be allowed. 

 Since this structure is 2 stories and the height of the roof limits the view there is less concern 
about the placement of the panels.  

 Commissioners agree that allowance of solar panels is needed as we move into the future, 
and thinking about people’s intent and their environmental impact.  

  This request is uniform, low profile, and responsibly sourced.  
 

There being no further discussion, a vote on the motion was taken with the following result: 

 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff  
 Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 
 Tabor Halford 
 Joan Koos 
 Brent Swift 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Barrett Williamson 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS None 
 

 

Ms. Starr noted that there is a 10-day waiting period until the COA will be issued.  
 

* 
 

Item No. 5, being: HD (21-21) Consideration of an amendment to Certificate of 
Appropriateness 20-05 for the installation of a second floor balcony with doors in place of 
windows for the property at 518 Chautauqua Avenue. 
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Motion by Michael Zorba to approve item #5 as submitted.  Second by Aaron Brooks. 
 
Anais Starr presented the staff report.  
 
The applicant’s architect, Stan Berry, 820 Clement Drive, discussed the project:  

 The proposed set of doors will be the same location as windows, and are the same length 
as the original proposed windows. The proposed railing will match the existing balcony 
railing in design, size and material.  
 

No public comments were made. 
 
Commission comments and discussion consisted of: 

 The Commission stated that it is compatible, and not viewable from the front of the 
property, so they had no issue with amendment to the original COA.  
 

There being no further discussion, a vote on the motion was taken with the following result: 

 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff  
 Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 
 Tabor Halford 
 Joan Koos 
 Brent Swift 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Barrett Williamson 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS None 

 

 
Ms. Starr noted that there is a 10-day waiting period until the COA will be issued.  
 

* 
Item No. 6, being: HD (21-22) Consideration of an amendment to Certificate of 
Appropriateness 21-13 for the demolition of existing greenhouse for the property located at 
518 & 526 S. Lahoma Avenue. 

Motion by Mitch Baroff to approve item #5 as submitted.  Second by Aaron Brooks. 
 
Anais Starr presented the staff report. The greenhouse is a non-original structure dating most likely 
from the 1980’s and was recently damaged in the hail storm in October. It is now posing a safety 
hazard from the all the broken window panes. 
 
There was no applicant presentation.  
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No public comments were made. 
 
Commission comments and discussion consisted of: 

 The Commission found no issue with its removal since it was a safety issue and the 
structure is not historic.  
 

There being no further discussion, a vote on the motion was taken with the following result: 

 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff  
 Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 
 Tabor Halford 
 Joan Koos 
 Brent Swift 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Barrett Williamson 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS None 

 

 
Ms. Starr noted that there is a 10-day waiting period until the COA will be issued.  
 

* 
Item No. 7, being: HD (21-15) Consideration of a Certificate of Appropriateness request for 
the installation of an addition, a garage with an attached porch/cabana, new driveway, 
swimming pool, a 8’ side yard fence, a 8’ screening fence and a 8’ driveway gate and rear 
deck for the property located at 506 S Lahoma. 

Commissioners Brent Swift and Barrett Williamson recused themselves from this item as 
both of their companies would be on the proposed project for the owners.  

Motion by Shavonne Evans to approve each item individually as submitted; Second by Aaron 
Brooks. 
 
Anais Starr presented the staff report for request.   
 
The applicant’s representative, Barrett Williamson, discussed the project:  

 This project is under the square footage for additions and lot coverage. It meets the Historic 
Preservation Guidelines for Additions, including the placement of the addition. This design 
is the best option for this house that will meet the client’s wishes for a master bedroom 
addition.  

The applicant, Bob Craig, 4201 Middlefield Court, addressed the Commission: 
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 The neighbors seem happy with the proposed changes, and with these changes it will take 
the house out of the rental realm, and bring stability back to the house. The Craig’s would 
love to live there, and appreciate the Commission listening to their request today.  

The applicant’s contractor, Brent Swift, 1917 Whispering Pines, added that the current house 
design is a mess, and this proposal is the best possible fix.. He added that there is community 
support for this project.  
 
No public comments were made. 
 
Commission comments and discussion regarding Addition options A & B consisted of: 

 Determining the differences between Option A and B for the addition. The preferred option 
is A, and the difference is 30 square feet. Option A bump out extends 10 feet past the side 
of the house, while option B only extends 7 feet. The design and materials are the same for 
both options.  

 Staff noted that the previous owner wanted an 8 foot fence and was denied that request in 
the side yard.  

 The Commissioners stated that the Guidelines weren’t clear about additions being wider or 
taller than the primary structure. Traditionally applicants were told to tuck additions behind 
the rear of the house.  

 Staff noted that Oklahoma City and San Antonio Guidelines have similarly worded 
Guidelines which clearly allows for side additions, and this has made several 
Commissioners rethink how they interpret Norman’s current Preservation Guidelines.  

 Commissioner Baroff stated there was plenty of room in the rear yard, and no reason for 
the addition to bump out on the side of the house to where it can be seen from the front.  

 Chair Wilkins had a lot of concern over the addition extending into the side yard, but the 
review of other cities Guidelines affected her interpretation Norman’s Guidelines regarding 
side addition that are visible from the front right-of-way.  She understands the reasoning 
for placing the addition that will extend into the side yard in this situation. The proposed 
addition will be attaching to a non-original addition and it will be placed far back from the 
front. While it does stick out to the side, it is more in line with the appropriate massing for 
the house, and proposed fencing and landscaping will obscure the view from the front.  

 There were 4 letters of support received from neighbors.  
 Commissioner Koos said if they are to approve the addition at 7 feet into the side yard, 

they might as well approve the 10 feet.  
 Commissioner Evans said the presentation for this item today was better, and had no 

concerns, and it was well thought out.  
 

 

There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve addition option A by Aaron 
Brooks; Second by Michael Zorba. The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 
 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
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 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS Mitch Baroff 
Tabor Halford 

 

There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve garage option A as submitted 
by Aaron Brooks; Second by Joan Koos. The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 

Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS Mitch Baroff 
 
 
There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve the driveway as submitted by 
Aaron Brooks; Second by Shavonne Evans. The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 

Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS Mitch Baroff 
 
 
Staff stated that no one in the district has had a pool request denied.  
 
There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve the pool as submitted by 
Aaron Brooks; Second by Joan Koos. The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Aaron Brooks 
 Shavonne Evans 

Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS Mitch Baroff 
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There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve 8 foot side yard fence by 
Aaron Brooks; Second by Shavonne Evans.  
 
The Commission would prefer 6 foot fences and gate. The applicant/owners were willing to 
amend their request to 6’ in height instead of 8’. 
 
Motion by Aaron Brooks to withdraw the previous motion, and amend the request to a 6 foot 
side yard fence; Second by Joan Koos.  
 
The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff 
Aaron Brooks 

 Shavonne Evans 
Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS  None 
 
There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve the amended request of a 6 
foot wrought iron side yard fence facing the front by Aaron Brooks; Second by Joan Koos. The 
vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff 
Aaron Brooks 

 Shavonne Evans 
Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS None 
 
There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve the amended request  to a 6 
foot wrought iron gate by Aaron Brooks; Second by Joan Koos. The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff 
Aaron Brooks 

 Shavonne Evans 
Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
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NAYS None 
 
There being no further discussion, a motion was made to approve the rear deck as submitted by 
Aaron Brooks; Second by Joan Koos. The vote went as follows: 
 

YEAS  Mitch Baroff 
Aaron Brooks 

 Shavonne Evans 
Tabor Halford 

 Joan Koos 
 Emily Wilkins 
 Michael Zorba   
 

NAYS None 
 
Ms. Starr noted that there is a 10-day waiting period until the COA will be issued.  
 

* 
 
 

Item No. 8, being: Staff report on active Certificates of Appropriateness and 
Administrative Bypass issued since October 4, 2021 and consideration of six-month 
extension requests for expiring COAs.  

 904 Miller – Violation notice sent to property owner, staff met with owner, she has 
until November 19th to show progress toward abating the issue. 

 518 Chautauqua – COA issued 6/1/20, building permit issued August 2020, interior 
demolition work has begun as of August 2021 and continues.  

 536 Chautauqua – COA issued 8/3/20. Work on garage and driveway is complete, 
and the fence is complete.  

 1320 Classen – COA issued 3/1/21. Windows replaced correctly. Unapproved work 
on soffit was stopped by Historic Preservation Officer that work is in the middle of 
being replaced with original design. Rear porch was not built to the approved COA. 
Driveway and garage laid out incorrectly. Submitted site plan was incorrect. Stop 
work order issued after columns started to be painted. (COA to amend request 
submitted.)  

 620 Miller – COA issued 3/1/21. Work has not started on the shutters.  
 605 Okmulgee – COA issued 4/5/21. Construction complete.  
 518 S Lahoma – Construction underway.   
 549 S Lahoma – Appeal to the Board of Adjustment of COA approved at the October 

4th Historic District Meeting was being appealed by the applicant to the Board of 
Adjustments.   

 
6 month extension requests – None.  
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Administrative Bypass requests since October 4th – 545 S Lahoma, installation of 4’ side yard 
fence of metal iron.   

 
 
Item No. 9, being: Discussion of progress report regarding the FY 2021-2022 CLG Projects.   
2021-2022 Certified Local Government Fund 
 $   150 National Alliance of Preservation Conference (NAPC) Dues  
 $7,000 Commission Assistance and Mentoring Program (C.A.M.P)    
  Training for Commissioners 
 $2,500 Planning Conference attendance for staff 
 $   600 Education Mailing 
 $10,750 CLG Total allocation for 2021-2022 
  
An educational mailing concerning hailstorm damage will be sent to homeowners.  

** 
 
Item No. 10, being: Miscellaneous comments of the Historic District Commission and city 
staff.  
 
None. 
 
Item No. 11, being: Adjournment.  

 
The meeting adjourned at 8:40 p.m.   
 
Passed and approved this _________ day of ______________________, 2021.   
 
 
__________________________ 
Emily Wilkins, Chair 
Historic District Commission   
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Property Location:  428 Chautauqua Avenue 
Chautauqua Historic District  
 

COA Request:  HD (22-01) Consideration of a Certificate of 
Appropriateness request for installation of a rear 
addition for the property located at 428 Chautauqua 
Avenue. 

 
Applicant/ Owner:    Bryan Bloom 
 
 
Background Information: 
Historical Information 
2004 Chautauqua Historic District National Registry Nomination Survey states: 
This circa 1907 Bungalow structure is located in the Chautauqua Historic District. The 
one-story structure has a cross-gabled roof plan, a brick chimney and a brick foundation. 
The wood windows are one-over-one, hung. The full-width front porch has a cross-gabled 
roof supported by massive brick columns. Decorative details include triangular knee 
braces and double and triple windows. The house includes the wood deck on the 
southwest corner of the house.  
 
Additional Information 
The Historic District Commission approved a COA that allowed this structure to be 
relocated from Lots 7 and 8 Block 1 of Ross’s Addition to Lot 7 Block 1 of Ross’s Addition 
at the December 1, 2014 meeting. The structure was moved in 2015 to its current 
location. 
 
The relocation of this structure may make it a non-contributing structure due to a loss of 
historic integrity. 
 
Sanborn Map Information 
This structure will not appear on the Sanborn Map in its current location, as it was moved 
in 2015. 
  
Property History  
The following Certificates of Appropriateness (COA) requests for this property have been 
approved or denied for this property:  
 
January 6. 2014 - A COA was granted to relocate the structure to the south to   
Lot 8.  (Jack Hooper, owner).  This work was not completed. 
 
December 1, 2014 - Amended COA was granted to allow the structure to be relocated 
north to Lot 7, for the removal of a non-original addition, and for the installation of a 10’ 
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wide driveway. This work was completed except for the driveway. (Mark Krittenbrink, 
owner).  
 
March 2, 2015 - A COA was granted for a 2nd floor modification, comprised of 365 
square feet to the existing house and for a two-story 974-square foot addition to the rear 
of the house. Together these two additions would have added 1,339 square feet to the 
existing house. This work was never started and the COA expired. 
  
May 4, 2017 – A COA was granted for the construction of a two-story garage with a 
footprint of 624 square feet, a concrete pad to provide access to the garage, and side 
yard fence. The proposed work was never started and the COA expired. 
 
May 24, 2019 - A COA by Administrative Bypass was approved for installation of a 4’ 
front yard fence and 6’ rear yard fence. 
 
April 5, 2021 - A COA was granted for the installation of solar panels. These panels have 
been installed.  
 
Project Description:   
The property owner wishes to add a rear addition for a new bedroom.  The proposed 
addition will be approximately 187 square feet and will be located on the northwest 
corner on the rear of the structure. The applicant proposes the exterior wall to be wood 
siding and wood windows of a similar configuration as seen in the principal structure. The 
attached drawings illustrate the proposed addition.   
 
Ordinance and Guidelines: 
Historic District Ordinance 
429.3.1(g): To safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving and regulating historic 
district structures in such a way that maintains or restores their historic integrity while 
allowing modern day uses and conveniences for their residents. (0-0910-12). 
 
429.3(c) Changes to rear elevations do require a COA; however, the rear elevation of a 
historic structure is considered a secondary elevation and is therefore regulated to a 
lower standard to allow flexibility for additions or other modern day appurtenances. (0- 
0910-12) 
 
429.7[c] Reviewing Non-Contributing Structures. Non-contributing structures should be 
controlled only to the degree necessary to make them compatible with the general 
atmosphere of the district with regard to exterior alteration, additions, signs, site work and 
related activities. 
 
Preservation Guidelines 
2.7 Guidelines for Non-Contributing Resources 
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.1 Preservation Guidelines Apply. The Historic Preservation Guidelines apply to all 
structures in Norman’s Historic Districts, both contributing and non-contributing. 
.2 Support Harmony Between Old and New. Non-contributing structures shall be 
controlled only to the degree necessary to make them compatible with the general 
atmosphere of the district with regard to alterations, additions, changes to the site, and 
the like. As with all requests for certificates of appropriateness in historic districts, each 
project will be evaluated on its own merits for overall impact on the district as a whole. 
 
3.1 Exterior Walls 
.1 Preserve Original Walls. Retain and preserve exterior walls that contribute to the 
overall historic form and character of a building, including functional and decorative 
features and details. 
.2 Retain Original Building Materials. Retain and preserve exterior wall materials that 
contribute to the overall historic character of a building. 
.3 Replace Only Deteriorated Portions. If replacement of a deteriorated wall or feature 
is necessary, replace only the deteriorated portion in kind rather than the entire feature. 
Match the original in material, design, dimension, detail, texture, and pattern. Consider 
compatible substitute materials only if using the original material is not technically 
feasible. 
.4 Avoid Covering Original Materials. Building materials and decorative elements are 
important character-defining components of historic buildings. It is not appropriate to 
remove or cover any wall material or detail with coatings or contemporary substitute 
materials. Vinyl and aluminum siding are not appropriate for use in historic districts. 
.5 Replace Missing Features. When replacing an exterior wall or feature, replace it with 
a new wall or feature based on accurate documentation of the original or a new design 
that is compatible with the historic character of the building and the district. Consider 
compatible substitute materials only if using the original material is not technically 
feasible. 
.6 Avoid False Historical Appearances. Features or details that are introduced to a 
house should reflect its style, period, and design. Features should not create a false 
historical appearance by reflecting other periods, styles, or geographic regions of the 
country. 
.7 Substitute Materials. Cement Fiberboard (e.g. hardiplank siding) will be considered 
on a case-by-case basis. Exterior insulating and finish system (EIFS) will not be 
considered for use in historic structures.  
 
3.5 Guidelines for Windows and Doors: 
.12 Use Wood Windows in Primary Structures and Additions. For construction of 
new primary structures, choose windows that complement window types in surrounding 
structures in material, placement, size, shape, and design. While single-pane, true 
divided-light, wood frame windows are the most desirable choice for new construction in 
historic districts, double-pane glass wood windows with interior and exterior applied 
muntins and shadow bars between the panes are permitted. Aluminum cladding of 
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wooden windows is permissible for use in construction of new primary structures and 
additions. Vinyl cladding of wood windows is not appropriate. 
 
4.2 Guidelines for Additions to Historic Buildings  
.1 Make Additions Compatible. Additions shall be compatible with the historic building 
in size, scale, mass, materials, and the pattern of windows and doors to solid walls.  
.2 Locate Addition Inconspicuously. Locate a new addition on an inconspicuous 
facade of the historic building, usually the rear one. Additions that alter the front facade 
are generally considered inappropriate for a historic structure.  
.3 Limit Size and Scale. The footprint of the addition shall not exceed 50% of the 
footprint of the existing structure or 750 square feet, whichever is greater. Exterior 
dimensions of the addition shall not exceed the exterior dimensions of the existing 
structure, including height, width, and depth. An addition which does not increase the 
footprint of the existing structure may be allowed to increase roof height and will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  
.4 Preserve the Site. Design new additions so that the overall character of the site, 
character-defining site features, and trees, are retained.  
.5 Avoid Detracting From Principal Building. It is not appropriate to construct an 
addition if it will detract from the overall historic character of the principal building and the 
site, or if it will require the removal of a significant building element or site feature. 
Construct new additions so that character-defining features of the historic buildings are 
not destroyed, damaged, or obscured. 
 
Staff Comments:  
As stated earlier in this staff report, this structure was relocated from the adjacent 
property. Staff would note that a relocated structure might lose its contributing status to a 
designated Historic District. However, the Chautauqua Historic District has not been re-
surveyed since the relocation of this structure and therefore its contributing status is 
undetermined. Regardless of the property’s status, alterations to the site and building 
must follow the Preservation Guidelines and must still be compatible with house and the 
District as a whole.  
 
The proposed addition meets the Preservation Guidelines for materials, size, scale, and 
location. However, the Guidelines for Additions encourages new additions be designed to 
be different but compatible to avoid creating a false since of history for the structure.  
Since this addition will continue the north wall of the house with the same materials, it 
may be unclear as to what is original and what is new on this structure once the addition 
is completed.  Often additions are inset to create a break between old and new sections 
of the structure.  However, in this case, such an inset, according to the applicant, would 
be difficult to achieve and still have a functional space.  A suggested remedy would be to 
place a vertical trim board on the north wall at the point of connection between original 
section of the structure and the addition. However, since this structure may not be 
considered a contributing historic structure, the Commission may not find this necessary.  
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Staff would note that no trees will need to be removed for the construction of this 
addition.  
 
As stated earlier, the addition meets the Guidelines for materials, size, scale and 
location. The Historic District Commission would need to determine if the design of the 
addition is appropriate for this structure and if it is compatible with the District as a whole.  
 
 
Commission Action:  
Approve, deny, amend or and/or postponement the Certificate of Appropriateness 
request for installation of a rear addition for the property located at 428 Chautauqua 
Avenue. 
 



  

The City of Norman Historic District Commission 
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (COA) 
 
 

 

Application Submittal Steps: 

Step 1 
Review guidelines for proposed work in the Historic Preservation Handbook available at City 
of Norman website: (http://www.normanok.gov/planning/historic-preservation) or by calling 
405-366-5392). 

Step 2 Contact Historic Preservation Officer to discuss proposed work at (405-366-5392) or 
anais.starr@normanok.gov  

Step 3 Submit the following items by 12:00 p.m. on the deadline date.  

 � It is strongly recommended that you meet and /or discuss your proposed work 
with the Historic Preservation Officer, prior to the submission deadline! 

 � Completed Application Form 
 � Application Fee of $75  

 � 
Copy of Property Deed to demonstrate ownership. If you do not have a copy, 

one may be obtained through the Cleveland County Court Office,  
     405-366-0240. 

 � Site Plan, Elevation Drawings if needed and all other required supporting 
documents  

 � 

Certified Adjacent Property Ownership List. A Radius Map delineating the 
adjacent property owners will be furnished and must be used to compile the 
list of the adjacent property owners. The adjacent property owner list must be 
certified by a licensed lawyer, engineer, surveyor, or abstract company. 

COA Application Review Process: 
1) Your application, along with the filing fee and supporting documents, must be submitted by 

noon on the filing deadline in the Planning Department (201 W Gray Street, Building A).  
2) After your application and required supporting documents are filed, the Historic Preservation 

Officer will review the application to ensure it is complete. Incomplete applications will not be 
forwarded to the Commission. If the COA request for proposed work is complete, it shall be 
placed upon the next month’s Historic District Commission Meeting agenda for a public 
hearing. A legally required sign will be posted in the yard of the property of the request at least 
7 days prior to the meeting. This sign must remain until 10 days after the public hearing for the 
COA request. At least 5 days prior to the meeting, a notification letter of your application 
request will be mailed to all adjacent property owners. These owners, and any other citizen, 
may attend the public hearing in support or protest of your request. 

3) At the Commission meeting approximately one month after you file your completed application 
(first Monday of each month), your request will be considered at a public hearing. You will be 
sent notice of this meeting along with a staff report. You or a designated representative must 
be present at the meeting.  The city staff will introduce your request, you and any interested 
citizen will have the opportunity to speak to the Commission concerning the request. After 
presentation of the request, the Commission will discuss and vote to approve or deny the 
request. Applicants may appeal a denial of their request to the City Council. 

4)  If you have any questions, please contact the Historic Preservation Officer at (405)366-5392. 
 



 

 The City of Norman Historic District Commission 
FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (COA) 

 

Staff Only Use 
HD Case #:   
Date:  
Received by:  

Note: Any relevant building permits must be applied for and paid for separately in the Planning 
and Community Development Office. 405-366-5311 
 Address of Proposed Work:  
Applicant’s Contact Information: 
 Applicant’s  Name: 

 Applicant’s Phone Number(s): 

 Applicant’s E-mail address: 

 Applicant’s Address: 

 Applicant’s relationship to owner: � Contractor  � Engineer    � Architect   

Owner’s Contact Information: (if different than applicant) 
 Owner’s Name: 

 Owner’s Phone Number(s): 

 Owner’s E-mail: 
Project(s) proposed: (List each item of proposed work requested. Work not listed cannot be 
reviewed.) 
1) 
 
2) 
 
3) 
 
4) 
 
Supporting documents such as project descriptions, drawings and pictures are required 
see checklist page for requirements.  
Authorization: I hereby certify that all statements contained within this application, attached 
documents and transmitted exhibits are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. In the event 
this proposal is approved and begun, I agree to complete the changes in accordance with the 
approved plans and to follow all City of Norman regulations for such construction. I authorize the 
City of Norman to enter the property for the purpose of observing and photographing the project 
for the presentations and to ensure consistency between the approved proposal and the 
completed project. I understand that no changes to approved plans are permitted without prior 
approval from the Historic Preservation Commission or Historic Preservation Officer. 
Property Owner’s Signature: Date: 
� (If applicable): I authorize my representative to speak in matters regarding this application. Any 
agreement made by my representative regarding this proposal will be binding upon me.   
Authorized Representative’s Printed Name: 
Authorized Representative’s Signature: Date: 

Bryan and Sarah Bloom
405.312.0979

bryanbloom@gmail.com

Construct new bedroom addition on rear of house

12.3.21

428 Chautauqua Avenue, Norman OK, 73069

428 Chautauqua Avenue, Norman OK, 73069



 

 
Revised: 11/16/20 
AIS 

The City of Norman Historic District Commission Certificate of Appropriateness Request  
Application Checklist 

 
Supporting Documents  
The purpose of supporting documentation is to illustrate existing conditions and proposed work as 
installed.  Photos, site plan, elevation drawings, and specification sheets all need to clearly illustrate both 
the existing status as well as the proposed changes. It recommended that you meet with the Historic 
Preservation Officer prior to submitting your COA application request to ensure you have a complete 
application by deadline. Incomplete applications will not be forwarded for review by the Historic District 
Commission.  Please contact staff to discuss project before submitting application (405)366-5392. 
� A.  Documentation of Existing Conditions – Pictures of the appearance, condition and dimensions 
of any existing materials to be replaced or altered must be submitted.  
� B.  Site Plan – Show existing structures and site elements as well as proposed structures and site 
elements. The following elements should be included on a site plan drawn to scale:  

  

� Buildings, garages, sheds  
� Fences, walls  
� Sidewalks, driveways, parking pads  
� Patios, decks, Swimming pools, etc. 
� Trees (see F Tree Preservation Plan) 
Note: Additions and New Structures need to show adjacent property structures and site elements 
on the site plan. 

� C.  Illustration of the proposed materials and design - Photos, drawings and/or samples must be 
provided to illustrate the design, materials, and finishes of the proposed work.  
� D.  Elevation drawings and floor plans indicating existing and proposed features: 

 
� Exterior materials 
� Doors 
� Foundation materials, dimensions 
� Roof, ridgeline, chimneys  

� Architectural Elements 
� Windows 
� Porches, stoops, gutters 
�Steps, ramps, railings 

� E.  Trees Preservation Plan showing (required for major projects only, such as additions). This 
can be included on site plan. Show existing large shade trees 8” in diameter or greater and existing 
ornamental trees greater than 4” in diameter.  Description of how existing trees will be protected during 
construction needs to be provided.  Any trees proposed to be removed must be indicated. 
� F.  Additional Documents for New Construction or Additions: 

 � Streetscape elevation of existing 
structure and adjacent structures  

� Floor height of proposed house addition, 
comparison to adjacent properties 

 � Color Photos of site - front, side and rear � Total height of proposed house or addition, 
comparison to neighboring structures 

 
� Site Plan to include structures, pavement, 
trees of subject property and adjacent 
properties 

� Elevation drawings of each façade of proposed 
house or addition 

 � Topographical information if proposing to 
change grades of site � Floor Plans 
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Property Location:  521 Miller Ave  
Miller Historic District 
 

COA Request:   (HD 22-02) Consideration of Certificate of 
Appropriateness for a second floor addition with an 
extension of the porte cochere below for the property 
located at 521 Miller Avenue. 
 

Applicant/Owner: John & Kristi Pate  
 

 
Background Information:   
Historical Information 
2004 Miller Historic District Nomination Survey Information: 
521 South Miller Avenue. Ca. 1919. Bungalow/Craftsman. This contributing, two-story, 
weatherboard, single dwelling has a brick foundation and an asphalt-covered, front-
gabled roof. The wood windows are vertical, four-over-one, hung, and the wood door 
is glazed paneled with wood and glass sidelights. The full-width porch has an asphalt-
covered, side-gabled roof supported by full red brick piers with a wood railing. Other 
exterior features include an eave wall, red brick chimney and a porte cochere, both on 
the north side. Decorative details include triangular knee braces, exposed rafters, 
double and triple windows and decorative wood shutters. See below for description of 
rear garage/apartment.  
 
519 A & B South Miller Avenue. Ca. 1960. No Distinctive Style. This noncontributing, 
two-story, Masonite-sided, garage/apartment has a concrete foundation and an 
asphalt-covered, side-gabled roof. The aluminum windows are two-over-two hung and 
the wood door is flush. There is a shed roof over the entry and a large second floor 
landing. Decorative details include exposed rafters. The building is noncontributing 
due to insufficient age. 
 
Sanborn Map Information 
The primary structure is indicated in its present location on the 1925 and 1944 
Sanborn map. The existing secondary accessory structure is not indicated on either 
map, indicating that it was erected sometime after 1944.  
 
Property History  
The following Certificates of Appropriateness (COA) requests for this property have 
been approved or denied for this property:  
 
August 6, 2001 - A COA was granted for installation of a swimming pool.  
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Project Description  
The applicants wish to add a second floor addition which will require the extension of 
the porte cochere beneath it. The applicants intend to remodel the existing second 
story space above the porte cochere into a master bedroom and add an 165 square 
foot addition which will be the master bathroom. 
 
The applicant’s architect is proposing the porte cochere and the above second floor 
will be extended with the same design and exterior materials as the existing house. 
The porte cochere will be extended by the addition of one brick column spaced 
similarly as the original columns of the porte cochere. The north wall on the second 
floor will be extended with the same lap siding as presently found on the house and 
the addition of one window of similar configuration to the other windows in the house.  
 
Ordinances & Guidelines: 
Historic District Ordinance 
429.3.1(g): To safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving and regulating historic 
district structures in such a way that maintains or restores their historic integrity while 
allowing modern day uses and conveniences for their residents. (0-0910-12). 
 
429.3.3(c): Changes to rear elevations do require a COA; however the rear elevation 
of a historic structure is considered a secondary elevation and is therefore regulated to 
a lower standard to allow flexibility for additions or other modern day appurtenances. 
(0-0910-12). 
 
Preservation Guidelines 
3.1 Exterior Walls 
.1 Preserve Original Walls. Retain and preserve exterior walls that con- tribute to the 
overall historic form and character of a building, including functional and decorative 
features and details. 
.2 Retain Original Building Materials. Retain and preserve exterior wall materials 
that contribute to the overall historic character of a building. 
.3 Replace Only Deteriorated Portions. If replacement of a deteriorated wall or 
feature is necessary, replace only the deteriorated portion in kind rather than the entire 
feature. Match the original in material, design, dimension, detail, texture, and pattern. 
Consider compatible substitute materials only if using the original material is not 
technically feasible. 
.4 Avoid Covering Original Materials. Building materials and decorative elements 
are important character-defining components of historic buildings. It is not appropriate 
to remove or cover any wall material or detail with coatings or contemporary substitute 
materials. Vinyl and aluminum siding are not appropriate for use in historic districts. 
.5 Replace Missing Features. When replacing an exterior wall or feature, replace it 
with a new wall or feature based on accurate documentation of the original or a new 
design that is compatible with the historic character of the building and the district. 
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Consider compatible substitute materials only if using the original material is not 
technically feasible. 
.6 Avoid False Historical Appearances. Features or details that are introduced to a 
house should reflect its style, period, and design. Features should not create a false 
historical appearance by reflecting other periods, styles, or geographic regions of the 
country. 
.7 Substitute Materials. Cement Fiberboard (e.g. hardiplank siding) will be 
considered on a case-by-case basis. Exterior insulating and finish system (EIFS) will 
not be considered for use in historic structures.  
 
3.5 Guidelines for Windows and Doors: 
.12 Use Wood Windows in Primary Structures and Additions. For construction of 
new primary structures, choose windows that complement window types in 
surrounding structures in material, placement, size, shape, and design. While single-
pane, true divided-light, wood frame windows are the most desirable choice for new 
construction in historic districts, double-pane glass wood windows with interior and 
exterior applied muntins and shadow bars between the panes are permitted. 
Aluminum cladding of wooden windows is permissible for use in construction of new 
primary structures and additions. Vinyl cladding of wood windows is not appropriate. 
 
3.6 Guidelines for Entrances, Porches and Balconies  
.1 Preserve Original Entrances, Porches and Balconies. Retain and preserve 
entrances, porches, and balconies that contribute to the overall historic character of a 
building, including columns, pilasters, piers, entablatures, balustrades, sidelights, 
fanlights, transoms, steps, railings, floors, and ceilings. 
.8 Avoid Changes to Primary Facades. It is not appropriate to remove an original 
entrance or porch or to add a new entrance or porch on a primary facade.  
.9 Avoid False Historical Appearances. Features or details that are introduced to a 
house should reflect its style, period, and design. Features should not create a false 
historical appearance by reflecting other time periods, styles, or geographic regions of 
the country. 
 
4.2 Guidelines for Additions to Historic Buildings  
.1 Make Additions Compatible. Additions shall be compatible with the historic 
building in size, scale, mass, materials, and the pattern of windows and doors to solid 
walls.  
.2 Locate Addition Inconspicuously. Locate a new addition on an inconspicuous 
facade of the historic building, usually the rear one. Additions that alter the front facade 
are generally considered inappropriate for a historic structure.  
.3 Limit Size and Scale. The footprint of the addition shall not exceed 50% of the 
footprint of the existing structure or 750 square feet, whichever is greater. Exterior 
dimensions of the addition shall not exceed the exterior dimensions of the existing 
structure, including height, width, and depth. An addition which does not increase the 
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footprint of the existing structure may be allowed to increase roof height and will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  
.4 Preserve the Site. Design new additions so that the overall character of the site, 
character-defining site features, and trees, are retained.  
.5 Avoid Detracting From Principal Building. It is not appropriate to construct an 
addition if it will detract from the overall historic character of the principal building and 
the site, or if it will require the removal of a significant building element or site feature. 
Construct new additions so that character-defining features of the historic buildings are 
not destroyed, damaged, or obscured. 
 
Staff Comments: 
The proposed addition meets the Preservation Guidelines for size, massing, and 
materials. However, due to the location of the proposed addition, it appears that the 
addition may not meet the Preservation Guidelines for design.  
 
The location of the proposed second floor addition necessitates the extension of the 
first floor beneath it, which in this case is the porte cochere. This side of the structure 
is visible from the right-of-way and the Preservation Guidelines discourages the 
alteration of a side elevation of a structure, preferring additions to be placed in the rear 
with limited or no visibility. Additionally, the Preservation Guidelines clearly state that 
the alteration of primary architectural feature such as a porte cochere is not 
appropriate.  
 
However, it should be noted that the applicants have indicated that the second floor of 
this house does not have a bathroom. The applicants, after much consideration, found 
this addition made the most sense given the limitations of the second floor and the 
close proximity of the secondary structure directly behind the house.  
 
The Preservation Guidelines indicate that additions or new elements to a historic 
structure should be clearly of their own time and not create a false sense of history, as 
it may in this case. The extension of the porte cochere and the second floor addition 
as proposed does not appear to clearly provide a clear differentiation between the new 
addition and the original portion of the historic house. The Historic Preservation 
Handbook section on Additions (pg. 68) suggest that “additions could be differentiated 
from the original building through a break in roofline, cornice height, wall plane, 
materials, siding profile materials or window type”.  
 
If the Historic District Commission feels the addition is allowable, it should discuss if it 
is appropriate to provide a differentiation between the proposed addition and the 
original house, and if so what that suggested differentiation would be. 
 
The Commission will need to determine if the proposed addition with the extension of 
the porte cochere meets the Guidelines for design and determine if it is appropriate for 
this structure, as well as if it is compatible with the District as a whole. 
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Commission Action:  
Approve, deny, amend or postpone the Certificate of Appropriateness request for a 
second floor addition with an extension of the porte cochere for the property located at 
521 Miller Avenue. 
 





THE CITY OF NORMAN
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (COA)

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
PATE RESIDENCE RESTORATION/ADDITION

521 MILLER
DECEMBER 03, 2021
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Property Location:  904 Classen Blvd  
Southridge Historic District 
 

COA Request:   (HD 22-03) Consideration of Certificate of 
Appropriateness for the modification of an existing 
accessory structure, the replacement of non-original 
metal siding with cement fiberboard siding, and the 
replacement of windows on the north side of the house 
with aluminum-clad windows for property located at 
904 Classen Boulevard. 
 

Applicant/Owner: Ryan Hauser 
     
 
Background Information:   
Historical Information 
2014 Southridge Historic District Nomination Survey Information: 
Ca. 1913.  Bungalow/Craftsman.  This non-contributing, one-story, aluminum-sided, 
single dwelling has an asphalt-covered, cross-gabled roof and a concrete foundation.  
The wood hung windows are twelve-over-one and one-over-one.  The wood door is 
glazed paneled.  The wraparound porch has been enclosed on the north side with 
one-over-one windows and aluminum siding.  The remaining partial porch has 
aluminum-sided walls and an aluminum-sided column supporting the south side of the 
porch roof.  There is a decorative concrete block, interior, slope chimney on the north 
side, a gabled dormer with a single rectangular window on the front and a rear 
screened porch.  Decorative details include gable returns and double and triple 
windows.  The building is noncontributing due to a loss of integrity. 
 
Sanborn Map Information 
The primary structure is indicated in its present location on the 1925 and 1944 
Sanborn map. The existing garage accessory structure in the current configuration is 
not indicated on either map, indicating that the structure was erected sometime after 
1944. 
 
Property History 
The following Certificates of Appropriateness (COA) requests for this property have 
been approved or denied for this property:  
 
August 6, 2001 - A COA was granted for side-yard and rear-yard fences. 

 
September 9, 2002 - A COA was granted for the installation of a swimming pool.  

 
March 6, 2006 - A COA was granted for the installation of French doors in the 
accessory structure in the rear yard.  
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October 6, 2008 - A COA was granted for replacement of an overhead garage door to 
be replaced with a window and cinderblock in the accessory structure.  
 
September 11, 2017 - A COA was granted for Certificate of Appropriateness for the 
exterior modification of an existing accessory structure and the addition of a pergola. 
This worked was not installed.  
 
Project Description:  
The applicant wishes to remodel the existing non-original accessory structure that 
contains a garage and cabana. The applicant proposes to raise the wall height of the 
structure by two feet to allow for a more comfortable walking height for the interior of 
the structure. The applicant also wishes to create a more aesthetically pleasing 
exterior for this non-original structure with the following alterations: applying cement 
fiber board siding and shingles over the existing cinder block walls, adding cement 
fiberboard trim to all the corners and openings of the structure, and adding a metal 
French door on the east elevation. The applicant had a similar request approved on 
September 11, 2017 but did not install the modifications at that time. 
 
Additionally, due to the recent hail storm, the metal and vinyl siding on the principal 
structure suffered extensive damage. The metal siding is not readily available for 
replacement and vinyl siding is not acceptable material in the Historic Districts. 
Therefore, the applicant proposes the removal of both the metal and vinyl siding and 
the installation of cement fiber board siding and trim for the entire house.   
 
The applicant also proposes the windows on the north side of the house damaged by 
the hail storm be replaced with aluminum-clad wood windows of the same window 
configuration.  
 
Ordinances & Guidelines: 
Historic District Ordinance 
429.3.1(g): To safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving and regulating historic 
district structures in such a way that maintains or restores their historic integrity while 
allowing modern day uses and conveniences for their residents. (0-0910-12). 
 
429.3.3(c): Changes to rear elevations do require a COA; however the rear elevation 
of a historic structure is considered a secondary elevation and is therefore regulated to 
a lower standard to allow flexibility for additions or other modern day appurtenances. 
(0-0910-12). 
 
Preservation Guidelines 
Guidance can be provided by looking at the sections of the Historic District Guidelines 
listed below: 
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2.3 Guidelines for Garages & Accessory Structures 
.1 Preserve Accessory Structures. When possible, retain and preserve garages and 
accessory structures in their original locations and configurations. Even if the function 
changes, the exterior appearance should remain the same. 
.2 Preserve Original Materials. When possible, retain and preserve character-
defining materials, features, and details of historic garages and accessory buildings, 
including foundations, siding, masonry, windows, garage doors, and architectural trim. 
When necessary, repair character-defining materials, features, and details of historic 
garages and accessory buildings according to pertinent guidelines. 
.5 Make New Construction Compatible. If a new garage is the approved alternative, 
it shall be compatible in form, scale, size, materials, features, and finish with the 
principal structure. New accessory structures shall maintain the traditional height and 
proportion of accessory buildings in the district. 
 
2.7 Guidelines for Non-Contributing Resources 
.1 Preservation Guidelines Apply. The Historic Preservation Guidelines apply to all 
structures in Norman’s Historic Districts, both contributing and non-contributing. 
.2 Support Harmony Between Old and New. Non-contributing structures shall be 
controlled only to the degree necessary to make them compatible with the general 
atmosphere of the district with regard to alterations, additions, changes to the site, and 
the like. As with all requests for certificates of appropriateness in historic districts, each 
project will be evaluated on its own merits for overall impact on the district as a whole. 
 
3.1 Guidelines for Exterior Walls 
.1 Preserve Original Walls. Retain and preserve exterior walls that contribute to the 
overall historic form and character of a building, including functional and decorative 
features and details. 
.2 Retain Original Building Materials. Retain and preserve exterior wall materials 
that contribute to the overall historic character of a building. 
.3 Replace Only Deteriorated Portions. If replacement of a deteriorated wall or 
feature is necessary, replace only the deteriorated portion in kind rather than the entire 
feature. Match the original in material, design, dimension, detail, texture, and pattern. 
Consider compatible substitute materials only if using the original material is not 
technically feasible. 
.4 Avoid Covering Original Materials. Building materials and decorative elements 
are important character-defining components of historic buildings. It is not appropriate 
to remove or cover any wall material or detail with coatings or contemporary substitute 
materials. Vinyl and aluminum siding are not appropriate for use in historic districts. 
.5 Replace Missing Features. When replacing an exterior wall or feature, replace it 
with a new wall or feature based on accurate documentation of the original or a new 
design that is compatible with the historic character of the building and the district. 
Consider compatible substitute materials only if using the original material is not 
technically feasible. 
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.6 Avoid False Historical Appearances. Features or details that are introduced to a 
house should reflect its style, period, and design. Features should not create a false 
historical appearance by reflecting other time periods, styles, or geographic regions of 
the country. 
.7 Substitute Materials. Cement fiberboard (e.g. Hardiplank siding) will be considered 
on a case-by-case basis. Exterior insulating and finish systems (EIFS) will not be 
considered for use in historic structures. 
 
3.5 Guidelines for Windows and Doors: 
.1 Retain Original Windows. Retain and preserve original windows, including glass, 
frames, sash, muntins, sills, heads, moldings, surrounds, and hardware.  
.2 Retain Historic Glass. Retain original glass in historic windows if at all possible. 
Leaded glass windows shall be preserved. Bubbles and waves give old glass its 
distinctive look and add to the historic character of the house. 
.3 Preserve Original Doors. Retain and preserve original doors and door surrounds 
including frames, glazing, panels, sidelights, fanlights, surrounds, thresholds, and 
hardware. 
.4 Replace Only Deteriorated Features. If replacement of a deteriorated window or 
door feature or details is necessary, replace only the deteriorated feature in kind rather 
than the entire unit. Broken sash cords, for example, can be repaired and do not 
necessitate replacing an entire window. Match the original in design, dimension, 
placement, and material. 
.5 Replacement Doors. Replacement doors and door surrounds shall be appropriate 
to the style of the structure. Doors shall be relocated, enlarged, or introduced only 
when the alteration is appropriate to the style of the building. 
.6 Storm/Screen Doors. Wood framed screen doors and full-light storm doors do not 
require a COA or Administrative Bypass. 
.7 Window Replacement by Administrative Bypass. A deteriorated window may be 
replaced “like with like,” based on the following criteria: 
 Typically all wood construction  
 Muntin width and profile are very similar to the original in width and profile 
 Light pattern is the same as the original  
 True divided lights (window panes) are the same as the original  
 Size and dimension of all window components are the same as the original 
.8 Window Replacement by COA. A deteriorated window replacement, other than 
“like with like” as defined above requires a COA and shall conform to the following: 
Shall have a wood exterior, unless replacing a metal casement window•  
 Aluminum or vinyl cladding is not appropriate  
 Light patterns same as the original  
 Size and dimension the same as the original  

Double-pane simulated divided lights with wood muntins on the exterior and 
interior and a shadow bar between the panes may be allowed for windows on 
the side or rear that are not visible from the street. 
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.9 Retain Original Metal Windows. Replace original metal casement windows only as 
a last resort after weatherization measures have proven unsuccessful.  
.10 Preserve Original Openings. Do not create new openings in the front or side 
facades of historic structures. Do not enlarge or diminish existing openings to fit stock 
window and door sizes. If new openings are necessary to meet code requirements, 
they shall be compatible with historic windows for that structure in proportion, shape, 
location, pattern, size, materials, and details.  
.11 Locate Privacy Glass in Rear. Privacy glass may be installed where required in 
divided light windows (such as in a bathroom) but only located in the rear 50% of the 
structure. Smoked or tinted glass is not appropriate for use in historic structures.  
.12 Use Wood Windows in Primary Structures and Additions. For construction of 
new primary structures, choose windows that complement window types in 
surrounding structures in material, placement, size, shape, and design. While single-
pane, true divided-light, wood frame windows are the most desirable choice for new 
construction in historic districts, double-pane glass wood windows with interior and 
exterior applied muntins and shadow bars between the panes are permitted. 
Aluminum cladding of wooden windows is permissible for use in construction of new 
primary structures and additions. Vinyl cladding of wood windows is not appropriate. 
 
Staff Comments: 
Staff presents the following comments for Commission’s consideration: 
 
Request #1 - Accessory Structure Modifications 
The accessory structure, like the principal structure, is non-contributing to the Miller 
Historic District.  The proposal to raise the roof of this accessory structure would allow 
for a more functional space. The request for the application of cement fiber board 
siding over the cinderblock exterior wall will make for a more visually compatible 
structure with the surrounding neighborhood than the current cinderblock wall material.  
 
The addition of a set of metal French doors on the east elevation will not impact the 
Historic District since it will be mostly concealed by an existing 6’ wood stockade 
fence, thereby limiting visibility from Classen Boulevard streetscape. Additionally, it 
seems reasonable to match the material of this set of French doors to the material of 
the existing set of French doors on the north side of the structure. 
 
This accessory structure sits along the south property line and therefore has limited 
visibility from the Duffy Street. It should be noted that the proposed renovations of this 
back yard accessory structure into a fully functioning space will allow the resident 
modern day use of this accessory structure as allowed by the Historic District 
Guidelines.   
 
The extension of the height of the accessory building will be a compatible height with 
other accessory structures in the neighborhood. 
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The proposed renovations to the accessory structure add design elements that update 
this structure but are simple in nature. The design does not detract from the principal 
structure and due to their simple elements are compatible with the surrounding 
neighborhood. The renovations will be a product of their own time and will not create a 
false sense of history as required by the Historic Preservation Guidelines. The use of 
cement fiber siding and shingles seems appropriate for a non-contributing structure 
that does not have prominent visibility from the front streetscapes. 
 
The Commission would need to determine if this request meets the Historic 
Preservation Guidelines and if the proposed alterations to the accessory structure are 
compatible with the surrounding Historic District.  
 
Request #2: House - Replacement of metal/vinyl siding with cement fiber board 
siding. Shingles and trim. 
 
The October hail storm extensively damaged the metal siding on the north and west 
house elevations. The property owner has stated that inspection of the siding material 
on the rear of house has revealed metal siding over asbestos siding. Additionally, his 
inspection did not reveal wood siding underneath these two layers of non-original 
material. While the applicant supplied pictures of the siding in his application submittal, 
they do not show the layer beneath the two layers and therefore it is unclear if wood 
exist underneath the two layers.  
 
Though this is a non-contributing structure due to the loss of historic integrity, the 
Preservation Guidelines require that alterations be compatible with the District as a 
whole. However, the Guidelines also allow for the repair of non-original materials. In 
this case the non-original metal material is not readily available and since it is not 
historic material it seems reasonable to allow the property owner to replace it with a 
more durable alternative.    
 
Staff would suggest, if this request for cement fiberboard is approved, that a more 
thorough examination of the exterior wall materials be performed and reviewed by staff 
prior to installation, to ensure that a layer of historic wood does not exist beneath non-
original layers. If a historic wood layer exists, staff would recommend that it be 
retained.  
 
The Commission would need to determine if the replacement of the existing non-
original material with cement fiber siding is appropriate for this structure and if it is 
compatible for the surrounding Historic District.  
 
Request #3: House – Replacement of wood windows with wood windows  
The windows on the north side of the house were also damaged in the recent hail 
storm and the applicant is requesting to replace these windows with aluminum-clad 
wood windows. Though the windows did suffer some damage, they appear to be 
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repairable. However, this is a non-contributing structure and as such is allowed by the 
Historic Preservation Guideline to have non-historic windows as long as they are 
compatible with the District.  
 
The Commission would need to determine if the replacement of these wood windows 
with aluminum-clad windows is appropriate for this non-contributing structure and if 
aluminum-clad windows are compatible with the surrounding Historic District.  
 
Commission Action: 
Approve, deny, amend or postpone the Certificate of Appropriateness for the exterior 
modification of an existing accessory structure, the replacement of non-original metal 
siding with cement fiberboard siding, and for the replacement of windows on the north 
side of the house with aluminum-clad windows for property located at 904 Classen 
Boulevard. 
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Property Location:  514 Miller Ave  
Miller Historic District 
 

 COA Request:   (HD 22-04) Consideration of the Certificate of 
Appropriateness for the removal of a non-original 
addition on the rear of the house, the replacement of 24 
deteriorated wood windows, the replacement of front 
and rear doors, and the installation of a set of double 
doors on rear of the house, for the property located at 
514 Miller Avenue. 

 
Applicant/Owner: Lisa Bridges and Dedra Fite 

     
 
Background Information:  
Historical Information  
2004 Miller Historic District Nomination Survey Information: 
Ca. 1920. Bungalow/Craftsman. This contributing, one-story, aluminum-sided, single 
dwelling has a red brick foundation and an asphalt-covered, front-gabled roof. The 
wood windows are six-over-one hung and the single wood door is glazed paneled with 
wood louvers. The full-width porch is sheltered by the principal roof and has red brick 
piers topped by tapered wood columns and brick walls. Other exterior features include 
a central red brick chimney. Decorative details include double and triple windows and 
exposed rafters. There is a weatherboard, gable-roofed, single car garage with 
swinging doors to the rear. 
 
Sanborn Map Information: 
The primary and accessory structures are indicated at their present location on the 
1925 and 1944 Sanborn map. The non-original rear addition is not present on the 
Sanborn maps, indicating that it is a post 1944 addition.  
 
Property History: 
There have been no Certificate of Appropriateness requests for this property.  
 
Project Description:  
The applicants have recently purchased this property and are in the process of 
remodeling the house to fit their needs. The non-original addition on the rear is in poor 
structural shape and the applicants wish to remove it and replace it with a 296 square 
foot deck. A review of the Sanborn Maps indicate that this was probably originally a 
porch which may have been enclosed. Since the proposed deck is under 300 square 
feet, it can be approved by Administrative Bypass and does not require review by the 
Commission. 
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The windows in the house are in poor shape and have also suffered damage in the 
recent October hail storm. The owners have requested the contractors, Old Home 
Rescue, to assess the windows for repair along with the rest of the exterior of the 
house. Old Home Rescue has recommended the replacement of all the windows due 
to significant deterioration. The proposed new windows will be of wood, same window 
pane configuration, size and muntin profile.  
  
The applicants would also like to restore, if possible, the front and rear door. However, 
if this is not possible, they propose to replace the doors with wood doors of similar 
design to the existing doors.  
 
Finally, the applicants would like to install a set of wood double doors that will access 
the new deck from the rear bedroom. Currently there is a set of double windows which 
were slated for replacement anyway but now would be replaced with a set of double 
wood doors.    
 
In addition to these requests, the property owners have hired Old Home Rescue to 
provide extensive repair work for the house and the garage. The contractor will 
remove the existing metal siding on the house to reveal original wood siding. Old 
Home Rescue will replace and repair any wood siding, trim, and cornices with wood of 
the same size and profile. Old Home Rescue will also be performing extensive repairs 
to the original historic garage structure as well.  None of this work requires review by 
the Historic District Commission.  
 
The applicants will be installing a new wood fence in the rear yard to replace the 
existing chain link and wire fence. This does not require review by the Historic District 
Commission. 
 
Ordinances & Guidelines: 
Historic District Ordinance 
429.3.1(g): To safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving and regulating historic 
district structures in such a way that maintains or restores their historic integrity while 
allowing modern day uses and conveniences for their residents. (0-0910-12). 
 
429.3.3(c): Changes to rear elevations do require a COA; however the rear elevation 
of a historic structure is considered a secondary elevation and is therefore regulated to 
a lower standard to allow flexibility for additions or other modern day appurtenances. 
(0-0910-12). 
 
Preservation Guidelines 
Guidance can be provided by looking at the sections of the Historic District Guidelines 
listed below: 
1.4 Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation 
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1. Make Minimal Changes. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be 
placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the 
building and its site and environment. 
2. Retain Historic Character. The historic character of a property shall be retained 
and preserved. The removal of historical materials or alterations of features and 
spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 
3. Avoid False Historical Impressions. Each property shall be recognized as a 
physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of 
historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements 
from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. 
4. Acknowledge Changes Over Time. Most properties change over time; those 
changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained 
and preserved. 
5. Preserve Distinctive Features. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction 
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be 
preserved. 
6. Repair Rather Than Replace. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired 
rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacements of a 
distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and 
other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features 
shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 
7. Avoid Harsh Treatments. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, 
that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of 
structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 
8. Protect Archaeological Resources. Significant archeological resources affected 
by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, 
mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 
9. Make Compatible Additions. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new 
construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The 
new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, 
size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property 
and its environment. 
10. Preserve Original Integrity. New additions and adjacent or related new 
construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the 
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be 
unimpaired. 
 
3.5 Guidelines for Windows and Doors: 
.1 Retain Original Windows. Retain and preserve original windows, including glass, 
frames, sash, muntins, sills, heads, moldings, surrounds, and hardware.  
.2 Retain Historic Glass. Retain original glass in historic windows if at all possible. 
Leaded glass windows shall be preserved. Bubbles and waves give old glass its 
distinctive look and add to the historic character of the house. 
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.3 Preserve Original Doors. Retain and preserve original doors and door surrounds 
including frames, glazing, panels, sidelights, fanlights, surrounds, thresholds, and 
hardware. 
.4 Replace Only Deteriorated Features. If replacement of a deteriorated window or 
door feature or details is necessary, replace only the deteriorated feature in kind rather 
than the entire unit. Broken sash cords, for example, can be repaired and do not 
necessitate replacing an entire window. Match the original in design, dimension, 
placement, and material. 
.5 Replacement Doors. Replacement doors and door surrounds shall be appropriate 
to the style of the structure. Doors shall be relocated, enlarged, or introduced only 
when the alteration is appropriate to the style of the building. 
.6 Storm/Screen Doors. Wood framed screen doors and full-light storm doors do not 
require a COA or Administrative Bypass. 
.7 Window Replacement by Administrative Bypass. A deteriorated window may be 
replaced “like with like,” based on the following criteria: 
 Typically all wood construction  
 Muntin width and profile are very similar to the original in width and profile 
 Light pattern is the same as the original  
 True divided lights (window panes) are the same as the original  
 Size and dimension of all window components are the same as the original 
.8 Window Replacement by COA. A deteriorated window replacement, other than 
“like with like” as defined above requires a COA and shall conform to the following: 
Shall have a wood exterior, unless replacing a metal casement window•  
 Aluminum or vinyl cladding is not appropriate  
 Light patterns same as the original  
 Size and dimension the same as the original  
Double-pane simulated divided lights with wood muntins on the exterior and interior 
and a shadow bar between the panes may be allowed for windows on the side or rear 
that are not visible from the street. 
.9 Retain Original Metal Windows. Replace original metal casement windows only as 
a last resort after weatherization measures have proven unsuccessful.  
.10 Preserve Original Openings. Do not create new openings in the front or side 
facades of historic structures. Do not enlarge or diminish existing openings to fit stock 
window and door sizes. If new openings are necessary to meet code requirements, 
they shall be compatible with historic windows for that structure in proportion, shape, 
location, pattern, size, materials, and details.  
.11 Locate Privacy Glass in Rear. Privacy glass may be installed where required in 
divided light windows (such as in a bathroom) but only located in the rear 50% of the 
structure. Smoked or tinted glass is not appropriate for use in historic structures.  
.12 Use Wood Windows in Primary Structures and Additions. For construction of 
new primary structures, choose windows that complement window types in 
surrounding structures in material, placement, size, shape, and design. While single-
pane, true divided-light, wood frame windows are the most desirable choice for new 
construction in historic districts, double-pane glass wood windows with interior and 
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exterior applied muntins and shadow bars between the panes are permitted. 
Aluminum cladding of wooden windows is permissible for use in construction of new 
primary structures and additions. Vinyl cladding of wood windows is not appropriate. 
 
5.2 Guidelines for Demolition of Structures 
.1 A Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) is Required for Demolition and Infill 
Construction. Applicants must obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness for construction 
of new primary structures on a demolition site prior to the demolition taking place. 
.2 Submit Site Plan. Before demolition occurs, submit a site plan to the Historic 
District Commission illustrating proposed site development to follow demolition. 
.3 Document Structure Thoroughly. Before demolition, record significant structures 
through photographs and/or measured drawings as specified by the Historic District 
Commission and City Staff. 
 
Staff Comments: 
Staff presents the following comments for Commission’s consideration: 
 
Request #1) Removal of a non-original addition on rear of the house. 
As indicated by the Sanborn Insurance Maps, the addition is not original to the house. 
Since it is likely that this section of the house was originally a porch that was enclosed, 
its removal will be impacting historic material. Since the addition is non-original, the 
removal of the addition is allowable under the Historic Preservation Guidelines.  
 
Request #2) Replacement of 24 windows in the house with wood windows.  
The applicant is requesting to replace all the windows in the house due to hail damage 
and deterioration. The Historic Preservation Guidelines strongly encourages that 
windows be retained and repaired if possible as a first option. If replacement is 
allowed, it should be for a replacement of the same material, configuration and details 
as the applicant is proposing. The Commission should determine whether or not the 
original windows are deteriorated beyond reasonable repair and if the proposed 
replacements meet the Preservation Guidelines for materials, configuration, and 
details. 
 
Request #3) Replacement of front and rear doors. 
The applicants have found the original front door in storage in the garage and will have 
Old Home Rescue attempt to restore it. If this is not possible, a wood door of similar 
design is proposed.  
 
The door for the rear of the house will also be restored if possible. If it cannot be 
restored it would be replaced with a wood door of similar design.  
 
Both of these requests meet the Historic Preservation Guidelines for Doors.  
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Request #4) Replacement of double windows on the rear with set of double 
doors. 
A set of wood double doors of similar design to the front door are proposed to replace 
the set of double windows on the rear of the house to provide access to the new deck. 
This request requires the removal of two original windows, however, as listed above, 
the Historic District Ordinance allows for the installation of modern day conveniences 
on the rear elevation which is regulated to a lesser degree. This is a typical modern 
convenience that the Commission has approved in the past on other structures. The 
double set of doors will not be visible from the front and therefore will not impact the 
structure or the surrounding District. Staff would encourage the owners to retain th  
 
 
Commission Action:  
 Approve, deny, amend or postpone the Certificate of Appropriateness for the removal 
of a non-original addition on the rear of the house, the replacement of 24 deteriorated 
wood windows, the replacement of front and rear doors, and the installation of a set of 
double doors on rear of the house for the property located at 514 Miller Avenue. 
 



514 Miller Avenue   Norman

Lisa R Bridges and Dedra A Fite

214-454-4353

lrb0910@gmail.com

2306 Stone Bridge Drive, Arlington, TX 76006

applicant

12/09/21

1.  Remove Non-Historic Steel Siding; Expose and restore original 6-inch clapboard siding, cornice and trim.  Clean, repair and paint.
 
2.  Repair/maintenance to front porch; repair concrete and posts/columns, paint decking

3.  Replace existing fences in rear of home with new wood fencing along North, West and South boundaries.

4.  Repair and replace 24 windows.  Sashes with replica, true divided lite sash and matching the existing lite/pane glass opeining sizes. All remaining
     window elements to remain intact and repaired as needed.

5.  Repair or replace front and rear door of home.  

6.  Remove non-historical add-on at rear (West) of home.

7.  Replace double windows on rear (West) of home with double doors; matching design of front and rear door.

8.  Add deck on rear (West) of home.  Approximately 296 sqft

9.  Repair original garage siding, doors and windows.   Clean and paint in similarity to home structure
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Ownership List 
 

A list of property owners within the adjacent radius the following described property to-wit: 
 
 
The North 15 feet of Lot Six (6), all of Lot Seven (7) and the South 10 feet of Lot Eight (8), in Block Four (4), of Classen-Miller 
Second Addition to Norman, Cleveland County, Oklahoma, according to the recorded plat thereof. 



OWNERSHIP LIST 
PREPARED BY CHICAGO TITLE OKLAHOMA 

 
 
 
 
 
 1. Account #  29446  
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER ADD LOTS N15` OF 6 AND ALL 7 AND S10` OF 8 BLK 4 
 Property Address: 514 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: Lisa R Bridges 
 Mailing Address: 2306 Stone Bridge Drive, Arlington, TX 76006 
 
2. Account #  119104 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER W45` OF N15` LT 8 AND W 45` LT 9 AND W45` OF S25` LT 10 BLK 4  
 Property Address: 510 – ½ Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: Joshua P Hadley 
 Mailing Address: 503 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069 
 
3. Account #  119103 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER E115` OF N15` LT 8 AND E115` LT 9 AND E115` OF S25` LT 10 BLK 4  
 Property Address: 510 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: Joshua P Hadley 
 Mailing Address: 503 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069 
 
4. Account #  29437 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER ADD LOTS 10 11 12 AND W20` OF LOT 9 AND PRT LOT 13 14 15 BEG 

NE/C LOT 13 SE 8.41` SW 9. 55` S NW/C LOT 15 NW TO NW/C LOT 13 ON N 
 Property Address: 503 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: John R Hadley Revocable Trust UND ½ INT 
 Mailing Address: 503 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069 
 
5. Account #  29439 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER ADD PRT LOTS 13 14-15 AND 16 BEG S9.55` NW/C LOT 15 N65D 

E123.52` S28D E30.06` ON EAST LINE LOT 15 S65D W123` BLK 3 
 Property Address: 0 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: John R Hadley Revocable Trust UND ½ INT 
 Mailing Address: 503 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069 
 
6. Account #  29445 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER ADD N15` OF LOT 3 AND ALL LOTS 4 AND 5 AND S10` OF LOT 6 BLK 4  
 Property Address: 518 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: Steven B Foster 
 Mailing Address: 518 Miller Avenue, Norman, OK 73069 
 
7. Account #  29460 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER LOT 24 BLK 4  
 Property Address: 113 Castro Street, Norman, OK 73069  
 Owner: Jerri Ann Gray 
 Mailing Address: 618 Mary Lee Lane, Edmond, OK 73034 
 
8. Account #  29461 
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER LOT 25 BLK 4  
 Property Address: 114 Maple Lane, Norman, OK 73069 
 Owner: Jerri Ann Gray 
 Mailing Address: 618 Mary Lee Lane, Edmond, OK 73034 
 
 
 
 



 
9. Account #  29470  
 Legal Description: CLASSEN MILLER LOT 34 BLK 4  
 Property Address: 109 Maple Lane, Norman, OK 73069 
 Owner: Moorjani Development, Inc 
 Mailing Address: 9 Avenue At Port Inperial, Apt 714, West New York, NJ 07093 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







  

Ownership List Certificate 

Ownership List Certificate 
 
 
 
State of Oklahoma 

) 

County of Cleveland ) SS 
 
  
The undersigned bonded abstractor does hereby certify that the foregoing list of names represents 
the grantees shown in the most recent conveyances of record. The abstractor does not guarantee the 
validity of the title of such parties and this instrument is not intended to guarantee title thereto. These 
conveyances are shown of record in the office of the County Clerk, Cleveland County, Oklahoma 
together with the legal description and mailing addresses as shown by the County Assessor of each 
of the following parcels of land:  
 
 
An adjacent radius of property owners surrounding the following described property, to wit: 

 
The North 15 feet of Lot Six (6), all of Lot Seven (7), and the South 10 feet of Lot Eight (8), in Block 
Four (4), of Classen-Miller Second Addition to Norman, Cleveland County, Oklahoma, according to the 
recorded plat thereof. 
 
In witness whereof, Chicago Title Oklahoma Co., has caused by these Presents to be executed by its 
Vice-President and its Corporate Seal affixed. 
 
 
EXECUTED at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, November 15, 2021 at 7:30 A.M. 
 
 
  

 
Chicago Title Oklahoma Co. 

 By: 
 

 Vice President, Charles Francis 
 
 
Date Prepared: November 24, 2021 

Order Number: 710512104778     



The City of Norman Historic District Commission 
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (COA) 

 
514 Miller Avenue 
Norman, OK 
Supporting Documentation 

 

Due to the substantial amount of work required to restore the home, property owners have attained services 
from Old Home Rescue (OHR) to assist in assessing the restoration effort.   The following depicts the comments, 
conclusions and forward projects for completion. 

 OHR will be performing exterior repair, maintenance and replacement services encompassing windows, doors, 
siding, trim, cornices, rafter tails and etc.  

 

 

 

The following defines those repairs and replacements requested for approval. 

  



Exterior Siding   

Removal of all non-historical steel siding and restoration of original wood siding.  

Non-historical steel siding has been installed on the home.   Aside from the lack of appeal due to the normal wear 
and tear, the most recent hailstorm has caused irreparable damage to the full north side of the home.   The steel 
siding will be removed and the original wood siding will be repaired and replaced as necessary.  Most recent 
efforts to reveal original siding on the north and west sides indicate the original 6-inch beveled clapboard siding to 
be in relatively good condition.  Work to be conducted by OHR will included 

• Siding, cornice and trim to be repaired in like kind and epoxy repairs made where needed to avoid 
replacement. 

• House is cleaned, not power washed 
• Failed paint scraped by hand 
• Epoxy Repairs 
• Bare wood spot primed 
• Entire surface primed with high build, peel bonding primer 
• Gaps and joints sealed with urethane or high expansion caulking 

• Painting of exterior of home using a process specifically for old including clean, scrape, spot prime bare 
wood with oil primer, high build bonding primer, then top coat with high quality acrylic paint for the body 
and a urethane/enamel for trim, windows and doors. 

• Unknown if gable vents exist underneath siding on front elevation and screen on rear elevate; install 
period appropriate gable vents if not  

Entire siding has deteriorated significantly over the years due to the elements and lack of maintenance.   
Further, damage to windows, trim and cornices has been sustained due to the improper installation of steel 
siding, roof and gutters.   During the October hailstorms, the North side of home suffered significant, 
irreparable damage to siding and windows (over 50% of windows with broken glass and muntins). 

 

 

 

 

Steel siding has been removed exposing original 6-
inch beveled clapboard.

 

 

 



  
North Side – Living Room 

 

  
North Side – Dining Room 

   

 

 

North side of home >> excessive, irreparable damage to siding, sill panning, trim cladding and windows 

Over 50% of the windows with broken wavy glass and damaged muntins.  Further, the storms caused further 
damage to already impaired sashes   

 

 

 



Front Porch  

Repair and maintenance to porch floor, columns and concrete 

• Porch floor will be painted to improve appearance; porch enamel or a porch epoxy paint will be used for 
durability. 

• Concrete steps will be repaired with epoxy. Steps will be recoated with porch enamel/epoxy paint when 
porch floor is painted. 

• Posts/columns to be repaired and painted in similar manner as siding 

 

 
Broken front concrete step 

 

Columns have rotted, separated 

  



Fence   

Replace existing fences in rear of home.   

Fences are currently falling down, constructed of chicken wire and chain link.   

New fence on North and South side to be constructed of wood to 6ft tall and tapering down to the West to 4ft tall 
with the West fence line being 4ft.

  

Fence Pattern to be used. 

 

 

 

 

  



Window Replacement and Repair:  

Replacement of all window sashes and repair of sills and trim.  

All windows are in need of replica sash due to, but not limited to: i) large quantity of windows with varying 
degrees of joinery damage, ii) historic glass replaced with plexiglass, iii) past repairs completed below industry 
standards which are causing additional issues, iii) muntins are missing profiles, iv) improperly installed window AC 
units and exterior screens resulting in significant water and condensation damage over the many years, and v) 
additional damage to historic wavy glass and muntins from the recent hail storm.  

Please refer to Attachment 1 for pictures depicting damage to windows.  

 

Replacement and repair will be conducted as follows 

• All windows to be repaired through replica, true divided lite sash with rot resistant Accoya wood and 
matching the existing lite/pane glass opening sizes.  

• Eversash window specs for a typical window.   
• 3/4" muntins 
• All remaining window elements (interior casing, jamb, sill, subsill, exterior casing and mechanical 

components) to remain intact and be repaired only as needed with epoxy first. 

 

Sample Sash Replacements > replicas with lights matching the current window dimensions 

 

 

 

 

Upper Sash 

Match existing glass openings 

4.4” ogee muntins 

 

 

 

 

Lower Sash 

Match existing glass openings  



Accoya Jamb,Sash, and Trim

Sarco Type-M Glazing Putty

1/8" Clear Glas

Exterior Typical Sash



True Divided Light

Vinyl Weatherstripping

Interior Typical Sash
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Door Repair or Replacement   

Repair or replace front and rear door of the home.   

Final solution will be dependent on the ability to repair existing doors.   If unable to repair from appearance, 
safety and energy efficiency perspective, replacement will be made with period appropriate doors.   

 

 

 

 

 

Front Door.   Non-historical fiberglass door to be 
replaced.   Original front door has been found in the 
garage.    The door has deteriorated significantly 
over time due to elements and improper storage; 
and we are uncertain as to the ability to 
appropriately restore.   

 

Door’s shellac has failed and the veneer is 
delaminating 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rear Door.  Original rear door is currently in the 
home.   The door has deteriorated significantly over 
time due to elements and usage; and is irreparable. 

 

Door has been split at the door knob and has been 
impaired with the many added deadbolts and latch 
locks which are now failing over time.



First alternative will be to restore original Front Door and replace Rear Door with matching; if unable, period 
appropriate doors will be made in similarity to the below.  

 

 

 

 

Doors will be constructed in similarity to that of the 
front door.  

Wood construction with glass insert. 

  



Removal of Non-Original Add-On 

8 x 12 add-on to be removed.    

Structure is located on the rear of the home (west elevation).   Structure is unstable and falling down, causing 
damage to the original structure and stem wall.    

Interior of structure is irreparable with floor and ceiling collapsing.  Further, the structure is incapable of being 
included within the central HVAC. 

This will reveal an original window to the exterior .  Further the exterior will receive the same siding repair as the 
remainder of the home creating a more appropriate appearance.

Structure is on the West (rear) side of the home; 
north corner.  

Structure is outside of the stem wall and lacks 
appropriate underpinning. 

 

Has sustained significant damage from fallen trees 
on the roof.  

Significant damage to windows and siding in the 
latest hailstorm.

 

  



Replacement of Windows with Double Door  

Master Bedroom Double Windows Replaced with Double Doors:   

Windows on West (rear of home) will be replaced with double doors.   Windows are past point of repair and are 
intended for replacement.  Current window opening will be used with increase of upper and lower opening to 
accommodate a double doors.     

 

 

Current existing rear exit door will be exposed to the 
outside when the add-on is removed from the home. 

 

 

New double doors will be built and installed to same 
period appropriate design.   Height will be aligned as 
well to ensure consistency.

 

Doors will be made to match that of the rear door (as described above).   

  



Patio Deck   

A patio deck will be built on the West (rear of the home).    

 

Deck will be run along the rear of the home and align 
to the first floor level (level to the original threshold of 
the home).   

Deck will not be visible to the street and is not located 
in an area which would dimmish architectural element 
or significant sight features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approximate sqft = 296 

Approximate 6” set in from North side  

Approximate 3.0’ set in from South side  
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Garage Repair 

Repair and replace (as necessary) roof, siding, doors and windows. 

 

Garage will received significant repairs inclusive of roof replacement, epoxy repairs to rafter tails, glass replaced in 
window, doors repaired with rotted or broken wood replaced. 

 

 

Flyrafter damaged from fallen tree.  Repairs will be made during roof replacement.  Siding will be repaired in similar 
methods to house siding.    



 

Attachment 1:   Window Damage Requiring Sash Replica Replacements 

Sample of window damage.  All windows have sustained significant damage due to i) neglect, ii) weather, iii) 
extended usage of window AC units and screens, and iv) siding which has created extensive water damage. 

 

North Living – joinery failure 
 
 
 

  
North Dining – multi joint failures 
Glass shifted down and gap created 
Glass Broken - hail 

 

North Living – Muntins Broken  
Glass Broken – hail 
 
 

 

North Dining - Joinery 

 



 

North Living – Broken Glass – Hail 
Muntins Damaged 
 

 
 
 

 
 

North Dining – Broken Glass – Hail 
Muntins Damaged 
Further damage from window unit and weather 
 

 

 

 

North Kitchen – Broken Glass – Hail 
Muntins Damaged 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 
Many south elevation windows have had poor 
repairs over the life of the home making 
restoration far more intensive then reasonable  
 
 

 
All south elevation rooms have windows with 
lower rail and joinery damage caused by window 
units 

 
South – Meeting rail separated 
Muntin Damage 
 
 

 

 
Many south elevation windows have bowed 
upper meeting rails creating separation of joints 
and infiltration 



Morgan Reinart

Old Home Rescue

10/14/2021 | 38 Photos
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

Exterior Restoration Plan
514 Miller Ave, Norman
3 bed, 1 bath 
1522 sq ft 

Roof

Condition: 
• Roof was not inspected due to known damage and need for replacement. 
• Multiple rafter tails rotted

Recommendations:
• Epoxy repairs to rafter rails

Gutters

Condition:
• Gutters are damaged in multiple areas and likely contain additional damage following the hails 
storm
• Downspouts are over extended and not appropriately mitigating water 

Recommendations:
• Remove gutters during roof inspection
• Observe water runoff from roof
• Weigh options between ground drainage or gutters plus ground drainage. 
• Ground drainage exposes rafter tails, stops water from terminating at rooSine for future rot pre-
vention, and restores original look and function to home. 
• Properly installed gutters with ground drainage will allow for direct water mitigation into drainage 



away from your home and neighbors home. 
• Note: Aluminum shortages have extended lead times for gutters. 

Siding

Condition:
• Non-historic aluminum has been added to home. 
• Aluminum cladding can often allow for water in6ltration and rot on the original siding, trim and 
cornice components 
• ”ubsill horns have been removed or damaged during siding installation to allow for window trim to 
be covered. 
• Original H% beveled clapboard siding was found of rear elevation of home under cladding
• Uail has damaged north side of home on greater than 50; of surface
• Inknown if gable vents exist underneath siding on front elevation and screen on rear elevation

Recommendations: 
• Once cladding is removed, siding, cornice and trim should be repaired in like kind, epoxy repairs 
made where needed to avoid replacement 
• Painting of exterior of home using a process speci6cally for old includingj clean, scrape, spot prime 
bare wood with oil primer, high build bonding primer, then top coat with high quality acrylic paint for 
the body and a urethane/enamel for trim, windows and doors. 
• Fnstall period gable vents based on conditions found after cladding removal

Windows & Doors

Condition:
• All windows are candidates for replica due to the following reasonsj varying degrees of 7oinery 
damage, historic glass has been replaced with plexiglass, past repairs of poor quality causing 
additional failures, failed shellac and missing muntins on stain grade windows, plus the damage 
caused by the recent hail storm further damaged muntins and historic glass. 
• At this time, windows can only accept aluminum storm windows due to cladding
• Door believed to be original front door is located in the garage with minor delamination of the veneer 



near the glass and failed shellac. 

Recommendations:
• All windows should be repaired through replica, true divided lite sash with rot resistant Accoya 
wood that is the best quality alternative to old growth lumber. Woods like pine, cypress, and even 
”panish cedar are not as rot resistant as their species of the past. 
• All remaining window elementsj interior casing, 7amb, sill, subsill, exterior casing and mechanical 
components to remain in tact and be repaired only as needed with epoxy 6rst. 
• Restoration and installation of the original door with a wood storm door. Note: Due to delamination 
of wood, stain grade would be the goalj however, it may need to be painted based on repairs. 
• (ailed shellac on interior woodwork can be corrected without replacement through 0000 stew wool 
and acetone
• Any sills and subsills should be repaired to have ) degree slope 'preferredT toward exterior. 
• When interior trim carpenter trims windows, it should be completed with 15 gauge nails to ensure 
sill, stool and apron are properly fastened. 

Porch

Condition:
• Non-historic porch installed. While not original, the porch Soor is in good condition.
• Concrete steps leading up to porch have missing section

Recommendations:
• Porch Soor could be painted to improve appearance. Ff painted, porch enamel or a porch epoxy paint 
should be used for durability. 
• Concrete steps could be repaired with epoxy rather than replaced. ”teps should be recoated with 
porch enamel/epoxy paint when porch Soor is painted.  

Garage

Condition:



• Garage condition is fair
• Roof replacement needed 
• Broken Sy rafter with possible decking damage
• ”iding is in good condition, aside from starter run, which has seen rot due to contact with ground. 
• Doors are as most garage doors of this age arej sagging, under supported by hinges
• Concrete Soor is cracked and shifted
• Window sash has broken glass and is in need of repair. 

Recommendations:
• Roof should be replaced and repaired when home8s roof is replaced. 
• Concrete Soor can be left as is until later date or cracks 6lled and sealed. 
• Overall, the expense to fully correct the issues with the garage may be cost prohibitive at this time 
or be a phase 2 of the pro7ect proposed. 
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

1
Aluminum cladding has been added to home. 9ypically, 
cladding completed in this way traps water within or be-
tween the layers of siding. Rot is normally found at poorly 
crafted points of transitionj windows, inside corners, etc. 
Often, the original siding is in good condition and only 
needs minor repairs.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:4)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

2
Example exterior restoration including cladding removal, 
siding restoration, new sash, and storm windows. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/14/2021, 3:10pm
Creator: Morgan Reinart
9ags: Before and After
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

3
Broken glass due to hail 
Damaged siding due to hail

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/13/2021, 3:1Hpm
Creator: Morgan Reinart

4
Extensive hail damage to aluminum siding. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/13/2021, 3:20pm
Creator: Morgan Reinart
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

5
H% beveled siding underneath aluminum cladding

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:55am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

6
Left: Aluminum wrapped onto subsill 
Middle: Point of water in6ltration on all windows. 
Ff aluminum is not removed, this gap will need to be 
caulked and maintained annually

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:52am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan J / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

7
Currently the only dedicated roof exhaust. 
Gable vents on front and back are acting as intake and 
exhaust 
New roof should be installed with ridge vents with gable 
vents as intake.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:5"am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

8
Right: Where water would likely land if no gutters were 
installed 
Left: Water is being dropped at foundation with gutters 
installed. 
Ground drainage at downspouts or on south side of the 
driveway would be an effective solution.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:5)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan " / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

9
Problem areas for windows. 
”ubsills are typically cut or damaged during installa-
tion. 
”ubsills act as an important part of the water manage-
ment system of a window and should extend in width to 
outside edges of exterior casing.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:5Ham
Creator: Morgan Reinart

10
Voinery separation

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:52am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 10 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

11
Posts have separation on base mouldings. Water is pene-
trating through gaps shown. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:4Jam
Creator: Morgan Reinart

12
”ome screens are installed upside down ”creens are 
screwed directly to window due to aluminum cladding. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:50am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 11 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

13
Voinery failure

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:52am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

14
Rot on rafter tails due to improperly installed drip edge. 
Drip edge should be left with 1/J-1/4Y spacing 
Before or after roof is replaced, rot on rafter tails can be 
repaired with epoxy. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:53am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 12 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

15
Crack stone on south porch wall. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:4"am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

16
Concrete step has area that is missing ”teps can be re-
paired vs replaced.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:4)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 13 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

17
Rafter rails rottedCommon cause is due to rafter tails 
being cut to install gutters. Rafters can be repaired in 
place. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:5)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

18
Plexiglass installed
No weatherstripping installed at meeting rail, stiles, 
header or sill. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:01am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 14 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

19
Voinery damage

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:02am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

20
Missing muntin. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:03am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 15 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

21
Window has multiple 7oint failures. 
Piece replacement of stained sash rarely results in stain 
match of woodwork. 
Glass has shifted down and created gap

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:03am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

22
Voinery damage

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:04am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 1H / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

23
Original front door: (ailed shellac is on door like interior 
woodwork. eneer is delaminating. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:1Jam
Creator: Morgan Reinart

24
Broken window due to hail storm. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/13/2021, 3:24pm
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 1) / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

25
”ill separated from 7amb legs creating improper angle for 
water management to exterior of home. Any sills where 
this occurs should have sills shimmed as well as aprons 
installed and sill/apron/stool fasteners installed. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:04am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

26
Missing apron has caused sill to drop. Water is not being 
diverted to exterior of home.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:04am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 1J / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

27
Uail damage to siding and windows.
Uail damages windows in a way that makes repair dif6-
cult, especially when windows are already in such poor 
condition. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/13/2021, 3:1"pm
Creator: Morgan Reinart

28
Lower rail and 7oinery damage caused by window unit. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:0Ham
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 1" / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

29
Bowed upper meeting rail creating separation of 7oints 
and air in6ltration. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:0)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

30
Many south elevation windows have had poor repairs 
completed over the life of the home, making restoration 
far more labor intensive than normal. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:0)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 20 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

31
Window painted open
Muntin damage

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:0)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

32
”ill separated from 7amb leg9his is the cause for the win-
dow being out of square and water diverting inward in-
stead of to exterior

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:0Jam
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 21 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

33
Right: Original lime mortar. Lime mortar is softer than the 
brick and allows moisture from within to pass through to 
the exterior. Left: Modern mortar, typically Portland ce-
ment, that has been skim coated over the lime mortar. 9his 
mortar is harder than the brick will will not allow for water 
to pass through, which can create continued cracking or 
delamination of the brick. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:4Jam
Creator: Morgan Reinart

34
Large cracks in driveway could be repaired with epoxy 
products rather than replaced

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 10:5)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 22 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

35
Roof replacementEpoxy repairs to rafter tailsGlass in-
stalled and window painted ard needs graded away from 
foundation. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:1)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

36
(lyrafter has been damged due to tree. ”hould be re-
paired or replaced during roof replacement. 

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:1)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

Exterior Restoration Plan 23 / 24 Lisa Bridges
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Lisa Bridges: 514 Miller Ave 10/14/2021

37

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:1)am
Creator: Morgan Reinart

38
Garage (loor: Cracking can be sealed and recoated or the 
garage could be lifted and repoured.

Pro7ect: Lisa Bridges
Date: 10/)/2021, 11:1Jam
Creator: Morgan Reinart
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